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<Introduction Report>
Kyoshinsha Co., Ltd. (Morinomiya Chuo, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi, President: Teruhisa Kubo)
is an established printing company in operation since 1920.
Starting out as a letterpress printer, Kyosihsha now focuses
on the printing of pharmaceutical labels. Pharmaceutical label
printing is characterized by small quantities and multiple varieties,
where downtimes due to changeover of plates and cleaning of inks
tend to become longer. To overcome these challenges, President Kubo
has introduced various ingenious ideas to production methods.
In June last year, Kyoshinsha made a signiﬁcant step forward in solving
the problems by introducing the “LabelMeister EM-250” by Iwatsu Electric Co., Ltd. Kyoshinsha now operates
two LabelMeisters to keep its production on track. We asked President Kubo about the background of
introducing this machine as well as the current state and future outlook.

- Thatʼ s a diﬃcult request for a vendor.
“Thatʼ s the trend of the times, so it can't be helped. It's just that a lot of eﬀort had to be made in order to
achieve what customers wanted. We began introducing various machines about 10 years ago to meet
their requests.”

- What did you do?
“First, we introduced a set of general copier and cutting plotter. However, the system could only achieve
sub-standard printing quality and the cutting plotter was so slow that there was no productivity at all.
Also, output was in sheet form, so an auto-attachment process couldn't be supported.”

- Tell us about the history of your company.

- So, you couldnʼ t replace your existing production facility.

“We started in 1920, which makes us one of the oldest printing companies in Osaka. At ﬁrst, we were primarily

“Next, we used a roll-to-roll printer for printing forms. We liked the printer in that rolled adhesive paper

letterpress printer. We produced ﬂiers and accounting vouchers, operating as a so-called ʻlight printer.'

could be handled and full color was supported. However, the toner-type printer didn't produce the

We also handled pharmaceutical labels, which we printed on sheet-feed (printing) presses.

desired colors, and durability was low because the machine produced problems such as discoloration

“Label printing jobs gradually increased, and about 25 years ago we introduced rotary letterpresses for labels.

and the loss of characters due to chemicals."

Since then, we have introduced ﬂat-bed presses, oﬀset rotary presses, etc., and become a specialist in
label printing.”

- What is the description of your pharmaceutical printing jobs?
“There are numerous types of labels, probably in the vicinity of 30,000 to 40,000 types. On the other hand,
the quantity of one job is very small, ranging from several dozen to several thousand at most.”
- So little?
“In past days, our customers kept plenty of stock. When we got a job for 100 labels, we insisted that we must
print a minimum of 1,000 labels and could deliver 1,000 labels. However, quantities gradually decreased and
eventually they began asking us to deliver only the speciﬁed quantities when required.”

- Encountering these problems, you tried various machines. Can you mention some other machines?
“We purchased a two-color on-demand press that printed with ink ribbons. However, that machine was
slow too, and it couldn't express all the designs with only two colors. We used the machines I've just
mentioned along with ﬂat-bed presses, but they didn't give us a fundamental solution to our problems."

- What are the delivery lead times for the pharmaceutical labels you produce?
“In most cases, labels must be delivered in three days. The lead time used to be longer, and we had up
to a month with some jobs, with the average being three weeks or so. However, it became shorter and
shorter.”

- What do labels consist of?

- By that time, though, you had already purchased the second machine. Isn't that right?

“The name of chemical product, barcode, chemical information and handling precautions, among others.

“We weren't sure if only one machine would be enough to meet all our production needs. However,

Sometimes the lot number and variable barcode must be printed. There are two or three colors based on

we were largely satisﬁed with the performance of the LabelMeister, and thatʼ s why we purchased one

special colors, and no photographs are required. Since blanking after printing takes time, we do blanking

more unit as a test machine. The machine was oﬃcially purchased in March of this year."

ﬁrst and print on blanked labels.”
- How many jobs do you do a day?

- What do you really like about the machines?

“We do as many as 100 jobs on average.”

“Jobs can be changed much more quickly, so the work time is now shorter. When we didnʼ t have these
machines, it would already be 8 or 9 p.m. when all the jobs were completed. Now, however, we can start

- Thatʼ s a lot. Downtimes for plate changing must be a headache for you.

winding down as early as 4 p.m. It reduces the amount of web waste, and since the quantity can be

“Thatʼ s why we tried full digitalization. We found this candidate digital printing machine from overseas,

managed digitally, delivery quantities can be controlled with ease.”

and we had samples sent. We also traveled to Germany to see the actual machine.”
- How about printing quality?
- But eventually you selected the Label Meister. Why?
“The German press couldn't print on synthetic papers. At one time we thought about giving up on
synthetic papers and going with PET. However, given the cost, ease of handling, etc., we were convinced
that synthetic papers were suitable for pharmaceutical labels. The LabelMeister had no problem in
printing on synthetic papers.
“Another reason was that this machine came standard with the blanked label printing function.
The original speciﬁcation didn't have that function, but the manufacturer developed the technology
specially to support our label production lines.”

- The machine was introduced in June of last year. How many days did it take to start production?
“Color management and other adjustments were done beforehand through close communication
with Iwatsu, who met all our requests. So, when the machine was delivered it was virtually ready for
production. However, we had to do some comparisons with existing machines for pharmaceutical

“Thatʼ s a question we're asked frequently, and our answer is that we have no problem at all. These
machines are easier to control and more stable than ﬂat-bed presses. When you say quality, what you're
looking at is completely diﬀerent among the printer, ordering party and end user. Whether or not
satisfactory quality is deemed to be achieved varies according to the area of focus. I feel that printers
today are fussy about things that aren't very important.
“We only deal directly with customers, so in that sense we can reﬂect their wishes better. However,
many of these companies handle medicine that aﬀect lives, and they tend to be cautious about
introducing new ways of doing things."

- What about maintenance?
“Probably because we purchased our model soon after its release, whenever we had a problem the
engineers in charge at Iwatsu would arrive by the end of the day. I donʼ t think we could have enjoyed
such service if we had introduced an overseas product.”

companies to whom labels are delivered, so full-scale production didn't start until October."

- What about cost?
“We havenʼ t done a ﬁnal cost veriﬁcation including replaced parts, etc., but the cost must have come
down because we now have shorter downtimes, no plate-making is needed and relatively little ink
is needed."
- Tell us about your goal and outlook going forward.
“There are so many jobs we can do digitally, and we'll continue to handle those jobs. However, some
labels can't be produced with only four colors oﬀered by the digital presses, so we'll monitor the
situation and think about how we can resolve technical issues like that.”
(Interviewer : Nakamura)
<From the Frontline of Digital Printing>
The LabelMeisters are operating on the second ﬂoor of Kyoshinshaʼ s plant. These machines, arranged
side by side, print out labels non-stop. However, the quantity produced by one job is very small, as
mentioned in this report, and each job is completed within just 1 to 2 minutes after the start of printing.
When we interviewed the operators on the ﬂoor, positive feedback was returned, such as “These are
easier to use than ﬂat-bed presses and oﬀset presses,” and “Thereʼ s no need for plate-making and job
changeover, so the cycle time has become signiﬁcantly shorter.”
Another feature mentioned was the high repeatability, as in the statement, “Very small characters are
printed clearly,” which is important because pharmaceutical labels contain a lot of ﬁne print.
Maintenance on the ﬂoor is limited, as it only involves wiping the guides several times a day to remove
any attached adhesive, and wiping down the paper-powder removal rollers with water.
-End-
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